Using the Markovian method, we study the stochastic nature of electrical discharge current fluctuations in plasma. Sinusoidal trends are extracted from the data set by the Fourier-Detrended Fluctuation analysis and consequently cleaned data is retrieved. We determine the Markov time scale of the detrended data set and show that it is almost a monotonic increasing function of discharge current intensity. We also estimate the Kramers-Moyal's coefficients of the discharge current and derive the corresponding Fokker-Planck equation. The obtained Langevin equation enables us to reconstruct discharge time series with similar statistical properties compared with the observed in the experiment. Finally the multifractal behavior of reconstructed time series using its KeramersMoyal's coefficients and original data set are investigated.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many natural phenomena are identified by a degree of stochasticity. Turbulent flows, seismic recordings and plasma fluid are but a few examples of such phenomena . Recently a robust statistical method has been developed to explore an effective equation that can reproduce stochastic data with an accuracy comparable to the measured one [18, 19, [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] . As in many early researches has been confirmed, one may utilize it to: 1 : reconstruct the original process with similar statistical properties, and 2 : understand the nature and properties of the stochastic process [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] 29, 30] .
Interpretation and estimation of physical and chemical properties of plasma fluid have been one of the main research areas in the science of electromagnetic hydrodynamics. Fluctuations of electric and magnetic fields of plasma, spectral density, logistic mapping and nonlinearity of ionization wave have been investigated in Refs. [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [35] [36] [37] . It is well-known that discharge fluctuations in the plasma often exhibits irregular and complex behavior.
As we discussed in Ref. [17] , because of some limitations in the experimental setup and data acquisition methods the measured plasma fluctuations may be affected by some trends such as; alternative power current oscillation, noise due to the electronic instruments and also fluctuations of striation areas near the anode and cathode plates. Consequently, inferring the reliable statistical properties of original fluctuations and to avoid spurious detection of correlations need to apply robust methods. Data set used through this paper were collected by a positive column of a hot cathode discharge in he- lium plasma. Details of our experimental setup is given in Ref. [17] . Cleaned data were constructed by applying the Fourier-Detrended Fluctuation analysis. Figure 1 shows typical detrended discharge current fluctuation. The size of recorded data points in each sampling is about 10 6 . Here using the Makovian method, we explore the statistical properties of discharge current fluctuations. We show that this approach will profoundly gives deep insight through the electromagnetic and hydrodynamics of discharge current in the ionized fluid. By addressing the implications dictated in [18, 19] a Fokker-Planck evolution operator and Langevin equation will be found.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II is devoted to a brief summary of the most important notions and theorems on Markovian method and their application to the analysis of empirical data. Using the like- lihood statistics, we determined Markov time scale. Section III contains the main results of our analysis and estimate the Fokker-Planck and Langevin equations which govern the probability density function and stochastic variable (discharge current), respectively. Comparison between statistical and multifractal properties of original and reconstructed time series are also given in Section III. Section IV closes with a discussion and conclusion of the present results.
II. MARKOVIAN NATURE OF DATA SET
Let us begin with one of the simplest and most important statistical quantity of a given time series, that is the correlation function, which is written as
here the sign . , shows the ensemble averaging. We have set the average of time series equal to zero. For stationary time series the correlation function depends on only the separation time scale, which means that
In the presence of any trends and nonstationarity, correlation function depends not only to the time separation (t 2 − t 1 ), but also to the starting and finishing times, namely t 1 and t 2 , respectively. As demonstrated in Ref [17] , the underlying detrended data for discharge current behaves as a stationary signal. The correlation function for plasma detrended data with I = 50mA is plotted in the left hand side of the Figure 2 . This figure confirms the underlying data sets behave as an anti-correlated series which has been observed in [17] using another method. We also present the same plot for a pure random signal, i.e. with Hurst exponent H = 0.5, in the right hand side of the Figure 2 for comparison.
As mentioned in introduction, here we use the Markovian method to explore the nature of stochasticity of discharge current fluctuations in plasma. To investigate the markovian nature of data, we briefly summarize the notions and theorems which will be importance for our statistical analysis of cleaned data set. For further details on Markov processes we refer the reader to the references [33, [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] .
Represent the discharge current fluctuations as a function of time by X(t) and define x(t) = X(t)/σ, where σ is the standard deviation of discharge current fluctuations. Fundamental quantities related to the Markov processes are conditional probability density functions. The conditional probability density function (CPDF), p(x 2 , t 2 |x 1 , t 1 ), is defined as
where p(x 2 , t 2 ; x 1 , t 1 ) is the joint probability density function (JPDF), describing the probability of finding simultaneously, x 1 at scale(time), t 1 , and x 2 at scale(time), t 2 . Higher order conditional probability densities can be defined in an analogous way
where p(x N , t N ; x N −1 , t N −1 ; ...; x 1 , t 1 ) is N -point joint probability density function. Intuitively, the physical interpretation of a Markov process is that it "forgets its past," or, in other words, only the most nearby conditioning, namely x N −1 at t N −1 , is relevant to the probability of finding a fluctuation x N at t N . Hence, in the Markov process the ability to predict the value of x N will not be enhanced by knowing its values in the steps prior to the most recent one. So an important simplification that is made for a Markov process is that, the conditional multivariate joint PDF is written in terms of the products of simple two parameter conditional PDF's [38] as 
To investigate whether underlying signal is a Markov process, one should tests the Eq. (5). But in practice for large values of N , is beyond the current computational capability. For N = 3 (three points or events), however, the condition will be
which should hold for any value of t 2 in the interval t 1 < t 2 < t 3 . A process is then Markovian if the Eq. (6) is satisfied for a certain time separation t 3 − t 2 , in which case, we define the Markov time scale as t Markov = t 3 −t 2 . For simplicity, we let t 2 − t 1 = t 3 − t 2 . Thus, to compute the t Markov we use a fundamental theory of probability according to which we write any three-point PDF in terms of the conditional probability functions as Using the properties of Markov processes to substitute Eq. (7), we obtain
In order to check the condition for the data being a Markov process, we must compute the three-point JPDF through Eq. (7) and compare the result with Eq. (8). The first step in this direction is determining the quality of the fit through the least-squared fitting quantity χ 2 defined by [4] 
where σ 2 3−joint and σ
Mar
are the variances of p(x 3 , t 3 ; x 2 , t 2 ; x 1 , t 1 ) and p Mar (x 3 , t 3 ; x 2 , t 2 ; x 1 , t 1 ), respectively. To compute the Markov time scale, we use the Likelihood statistical analysis [43] . In the absence of a prior constraint, the probability of the set of three-points JPDF is given by a product of Gaussian functions
This probability distribution must be normalized. Evidently, when, for a set of values of the parameters, the χ 2 is minimum, the probability is maximum. The minimum value of χ 2 ν (χ 2 ν = χ 2 /N , with N being the number of degree of freedom) corresponds to t Markov for different value of electrical discharge current intensities. The values of Markov time scales, t Markov in terms of discharge current intensity have been plotted in Figure 3 . It must be pointed out that, the unit of t Markov can be changed to the units of Seconds, using the rate of digitalization in the experimental setup, 44100 sample/sec (for simplification we use "sec" as an abbreviation of "second" for unit of time in whole of paper). One can write Eq. (8) as an integral equation, which is well-known as the Chapman-Kolmogorov (CK) equation
We have checked the validity of the CK equation for describing the time scale separation of t 1 and t 2 being equal to the Markov time scale. This is shown in Figure 4 (for the data set with electrical current intensity, I = 50 mA). In this figure, the upper panel shows the contour plot of identification of the left (solid line) and right (dashed line) sides of Eq. (11) for two levels, 0.080 (inner contour) and 0.005 (outer contour). The conditional PDF p(x 3 , t 3 |x 1 , t 1 ), for x 1 = ±1.25σ, are shown in the lower panel. All the scales are measured in unit of the standard deviation of the discharge current fluctuations. We must point out that if all situations to be same as our experimental setup such as pressure, current intensity and so on, one can expect that all values derived by Markov analysis would be repeated. The value of Markov time scale increases as discharge current intensity increases (see Figure 3) . It seems that by increasing the current intensity, charges become more energetic, therefore their effective cross-section will decrease and hence increasing their memory.
Up to now we determined the Markov time scale for each cleaned data set over which time series behaves as a Markov process. In the next section we will turn to the deriving master and stochastic equations governing the evolution of probability density function and fluctuation itself, respectively. (17) (solid line) and directly computed by original cleaned data (symbol) for I = 50mA. Right panel shows the comparison between the conditional probability density function determined by generated data using Eq. (16) (triangle symbol) and our initial cleaned data (circle symbol). In each panel, the plots from left to right correspond to the cut for x1 = −0.5σ, x1 = 0.0 and x1 = +0.5σ level, respectively. To make more obvious, we shifted the value of x2 for each plot. We took τ = t Markov , where t Markov is the Markov time scale of data set.
III. LANGEVIN EQUATION: EVOLUTION EQUATION TO DESCRIBE THE PLASMA DISCHARGE CURRENT FLUCTUATIONS
The Markovian nature of the plasma electrical discharge fluctuations enables us to derive a Fokker-Planck equation -a truncated Kramers-Moyal equation -for the evolution of the PDF p(x, t), in terms of time t. The Chapman-Kolmogorov (CK) equation, formulated in differential form, yields the following Kramers-Moyal (KM) expansion [38] 
where D (n) (x, t) are called as the Kramers-Moyal's coefficients. These coefficients can be estimated directly from the moments, M (n) , and the conditional probability distributions as
For a general stochastic process, all Kramers-Moyal's coefficients are different from zero.
According to Pawula's theorem, however, the Kramers-Moyal expansion stops after the second term, provided that the fourth order coefficient D (4) (x, t) vanishes. In that case, the Kramers-Moyal expansion reduces to a Fokker-Planck equation (also known as the backwards or second Kolmogorov equation) [ 
Also the evolution equation for conditional probability density function is given by the above equation except that p(x, t) is replaced by p(x, t|x 1 , t 1 ). Here D (1) is known as the drift term and D (2) as diffusion term which represents the stochastic part. The Fokker-Planck equation describes the evolution of probability density function of a stochastic process generated by the Langevin equation (we use the Itô's definition) [38] ∂ ∂t
where f (t) is a random force, i.e. δ-correlated white noise in t with zero mean and gaussian distribution, f (t)f (t ′ ) = 2δ(t − t ′ ). Using Eqs. (13) and (14), for collected data sets, we calculate drift, D (1) , and diffusion, D (2) , coefficients, shown in Figure 5 . It turns out that the drift coefficient D
(1) is a linear function in t, whereas the diffusion coefficient D (2) is a quadratic function. For large values of x, our estimations become poor, the uncertainty increases, so we truncate our estimations up to 3σ of fluctuations as indicated in Figure 5 .
The functional feature of drift and diffusion coefficients for different electrical discharge data sets are reported in Table I . To ensure that Kramers-Moyal expansion (Eq. (12)) reduces to a Fokker-Planck equation (Eq. (15)), we compute fourth-order coefficient D (4) . In our analysis, 2) . One must point out that, however the fourth-order Kramers-Moyal's coefficient is not so small, but in the current analysis, this doesn't make measurable uncertainty in our results (see below). Furthermore, using Eq. (16), it becomes clear that we are able to separate the deterministic and the noisy components of the fluctuations in terms of the coefficients D (1) and D (2) . According to the values of the Kramers-Moyal's coefficients reported in Table I , it is possible to reconstruct discharge current fluctuations at arbitrary current intensity using Eqs. (15) and (16) [18] . Now let us have a comparison of the statistical properties of reconstructed data using Eq. (16) with the original fluctuations. For this purpose, we rely on the solution of Fokker-Planck equation for conditional probability function (same as Eq. (15) for infinitesimally small step τ ) which is given by [38] p(x 2 , t + τ |x 1 , t)= 1 2 πD (2) (x 2 , t)τ
Left panel of Figure 6 shows conditional probability density function computed by the above equation and directly calculated from the original detrended data set for I = 50mA. The plot from left to right correspond to x 1 = −0.5σ, x 1 = 0.0 and x 1 = +0.5σ level, respectively. We also compute the conditional probability using reconstructed fluctuations via Eq. (16) and compare it with the same one for original cleaned data at three mentioned levels for x 1 . We took τ = t Markov for all plots in Figure  6 .
To check the multifractal nature of reconstructed time series, we investigate the Markovian nature of the increments which is defined as: ∆x(τ ) = x(t + τ ) − x(t). According to the mentioned procedure, we can determine the Markov time scales for the increments and calculate the Kramers-Moyal's coefficients. Likelihood analysis confirms that, the increment signal of plasma fluctuations for all electrical current intensities are also Markov processes. The Fokker-Planck equation for probability density function of the increment is given by [44, 45] (18) the negative sign of the left-hand side of Eq. (18) is due to the direction of the cascade from large to smaller time scales τ . The corresponding Langevin equation can be read as
where f (τ ) is the same as random function in equation 16 . For time series with scaling correlations the Drift and diffusion coefficients of increment are formulated as [44] [45] [46] 
Using Eqs. (18) and (20) we obtain the evolution of structure functions ( (21) by substituting the Eqs. (20) in Eq. (21) we find
the above equation implies scaling behavior for moments of increments, structure function as
According to Eqs. (22) and (23), the corresponding scaling exponent in general case can be read as
For mono-and multi-fractal processes the exponent ξ(q) have linear and non-linear behavior with q, respectively. It must point out that H is nothing except the underlying fluctuations's Hurst exponent [47] [48] [49] [50] . To check the estimated scaling exponent ξ(q) ( Eq. (24) ) with original time series we use the extended self similarity (ESS) method [51, 52] . In the ESS method, the log-log plot of S q (τ ) as a function of specific order of structure function, namely S 3 (τ ), usually shows an extended scaling regime
For any Gaussian process, the exponent in the above equation is given by ζ(q) = q/3 [51, 52] . Any deviation from this relation can be interpreted as a deviation from Gaussianity. Figure 7 shows the log-log plot of structure function in terms of time scaling (upper panel), exponents ξ(q) (left lower panel) and ζ(q) (right lower panel) for the plasma fluctuations with I = 50mA. The present results are in agrement with our previous results derived that the plasma time series have multi-fractal nature [17] . The obtained expression for D (1) (∆x, τ ) and D
(2) (∆x, τ ) (to avoid the overissue we just report the results of data for I = 50mA) are as follows 
consequently, using Eqs. (26) and (24), the scaling exponent is determined as ξ(q) = (0.45 ± 0.03)q − (0.04 ± 0.01)q(q − 1) (27) As shown in the lower left panel of Figure 7 , the above function for ξ(q) (solid line) with the shaded area corresponds to 68.3% confidence interval derived by Markovian analysis of increments has an acceptable confidence level to experimental results (filled symbol).
Finally we check the Gaussian nature of the PDFs of reconstructed and detrended time series. For a Gaussian distribution, all the even moments are related to the second moment through x 2n = 2n! 2 n n! x 2 n (e.g., for n = 2, x 4 = 3 x 2 2 ), while the odd moments are zero identically. We can directly check the relation between the higher moments for the plasma fluctuations data at different value of discharge current intensities with second moment. The values of moments and their variances calculating directly from data are summarized in Table II. Let us examine the predictions for the moments of the plasma fluctuations via the Fokker-Planck equation, and compare their values with the direct evaluation represented in Table II . Using the general Kramers-Moyal expansion, Eq. (12), which is also valid for the probability density p(x, t), differential equations for the n-th order moments can be derived. By multiplication of the both side of Eq. (12) with x n and integration with respect to x, we can obtain evolution of different moments of data set as
We put n = 4 in the above equation and find the equation for the fourth moment as follows
The third and fourth Kramers-Moyal's coefficients for the data set are reported in Table III . We should point out that the values of |D (3) | and |D (4) | are less than |D (2) |. For the stationary case, all the moments of fluctuations are time independent and the left-hand side of Eq. (29) vanishes, so
where α 2 (I) determines the coefficient of Kurtosis quantity and σ 2 (I) shows its variance. Also α 3 (I) determines the coefficient of Skewness and σ 3 (I) indicates its error. Skewness measures the asymmetry of probability density function and Kurtosis determines the statistic of rare events in the processes. In generally they may depend to the discharge current intensity, I. Using the results represented in Table III , for each case of fluctuations α n (I) and its variance are given in Table IV. As we mentioned before, for exact Gaussian process, we should have
If α 2 (I) > 3.0 means that probability density function has fat tail and rare events have more chance to occur. While for α 2 (I) < 3.0, the tails of probability density function is heavy than the Gaussian distribution. According to the values of α 2 (I) and α 3 (I), we find that probability density function of data set is deviated from Gaussian.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
We have studied the stochastic nature of the electrical discharge current fluctuations in the Helium plasma as a working gas. Due to the sinusoidal trend we should distinguish the intrinsic fluctuations from nonstationarity to infer valuable statistical properties of data set. Therefore for every stochastic analysis to avoid detection of spurious statistical properties we had to first clean the data set, then apply the statistical method to analysis the signal. We have applied the Fourier-Detrended Fluctuations Analysis method to extract sinusoidal trend. We showed that how the mathematical framework of Markov processes can be applied to develop a successful statistical description of the plasma fluctuations. We have analyzed detrended data via Markovian method. The Markov time scale, as the characteristic time scale of the Markov properties of the electrical discharge current fluctuations, was obtained. According to the theory of the stochastic process, the electrical discharge current at time scales larger than the Markov time scale can be considered as a Markov process. This means that the data located at the separations larger than the Markov time scale can be described as a Markov chain. It is found that Markov time scale, t Markov increases by increasing the current intensity in the plasma. This means that the memory of charged particles in the plasma increase as current intensity increases. It is due to the fact that particles become more energetic, therefore they can penetrate deeper in the plasma without considerable deviation from the initial way. Then every new situation keeps the memory of some nearby conditioning corresponds to its Markov time scale. In other words by increasing the current intensity, effective scattering cross-section decreases so mean free time increases [53] as well as corresponding Markov time scale. According to the Markovian nature of fluctuations, we demonstrated that, the probability density function of fluctuations satisfies a Fokker-Planck equation. The Langevin equation, governing the evolution of current fluctuations also has been given. To check the multifractality nature of the time series, we used the scaling properties of structure function and concept of Extended-Self-Similarity [54, 55] . By computing the corresponding Kramers-Moyal's coefficients, we find a good consistency between multifractality nature of original time series and the obtained exponents from the reconstructed Fokker-Planck equation.
